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EXISTENCE OF A HOMOTOPY OPERATOR
FOR SPENCER'S SEQUENCE IN

THE ANALYTIC CASE

C. BUTTIN

According to E. Cartan's prolongation theorem, an analytic
system of linear partial differential equations becomes an
involutive system, after prolongation in a finite number of
steps, and an involutive system has local solutions, by the
Cartan-Kahler theorem.

Recently, a homological procedure has been developed, in
terms of which the notion of involution is equivalent to the
vanishing of a certain type of cohomology (so-called "<5-coho-
mology"). Moreover, the local solvability of a linear system
of partial differential equations has been shown by Quillen to
be equivalent to the exactness, at degree one, of a certain
resolution introduced originally by Spencer, which is canonically
associated with the given system. The terms of the resolution
are sheaves of germs of jet forms, i.e., differential forms with
values in jet spaces.

The exactness of this resolution, providing a replacement
for the Cartan-Kahler theorem in the linear case, in the
analytic case is known. We shall have given another proof,
based on the construction of a homotopy operator which is a
natural generalization, to jet forms, of the well-known
homotopy operator used in proving the Poincar§ lemma for
the exterior derivative d.

Some estimates will be necessary in order to study the existence of
this operator, and we use here extensively the estimates obtained by
Sweeney in [5] which are related to the bounds obtained earlier by
L. Ehrenpreis, V. W. Guillemin and S. Sternberg in the paper [1],

1* Notation* Let M be a C°° manifold of real dimension n.
Since everything we shall do is local, we shall always work in a
neighborhood, U, of a reference point 0 of If. A coordinate (x1, x\ , xn),
vanishing at 0, will be chosen in U.

If E is a C°° bundle over M, E denotes the sheaf of germs of C°°
sections of E. But, for the sake of simplicity, and because E can be
supposed trivial over U, we shall in general use the same notation E
for both.

Also for the sake of simplicity, we shall use the following, now
classical, condensed notations:

P — (Pi, P21 , pn) is a multi-index of nonnegative integers p{.
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220 C. BUTTIN

The length of p, denoted \p\, is the sum pλ + p, + + pn.

pi is the product pλl p2l pn\

xp is the product (xψ^xψ2 (xn)Pn.

— — = ^ for the derivatives of the differentiable
dxp (dx1)231 (dxn)Pn

functions in U.

We can define the sum p + q of the multi-indices p and q, by:

P + Q = (Pi + Ql, Pi + Qt, " ', Pn + Qn) f

a n d a l s o t h e i r d i f f e r e n c e p — g , w h e n e v e r qx^ p λ 1 , ? Λ ^ p Λ , b y

P — q = (Pi — qι, Pz — q^ '' , Pn — qn)

(The inequalities QΊ ̂  Pi, , 9n ^ pΛ, may be condensed into q c p.)
Finally, p + 1̂  will denote the multi-index (pu , p{ + 1, , pΛ).

2* Definitions and results required in the sequeL In this
paragraph we shall recall, very briefly, some results which can be
found in [3], [4(c)] and [5].

Let E be a C°° vector bundle over M, with fiber Rm. We denote
by J^(E) the vector bundle, over M, of all the jets of order μ of the
germs of C°° sections of E.

There is a natural projection π μ : J^(E) —> J^~\E). We can cover
Jιx(E) \U, \ί E is trivial over U, by the coordinate (x, σ), where x is
the coordinate (x\ , xn) in Z7, and σ = (σj), i = 1, 2, , m, | j> | ^ ^
is the coordinate in Horn (Θ 0 ^ μ >S γ ( iΓ) , JBm) where Sy(Rn) is the 7-fold
symmetric product of Rn.

From now on, whenever there is no possibility of confusion, we
shall omit the subscript j , thus writing, for instance, σ = (σp).

Finally, there is a map j ^ : E-^Jμ(E) which is given in a local
coordinate by

/ -
3xp '

Now let E and F be two C°° vector bundles over Λf, with fibers
Rm and Rp, supposed trivial over U.

A linear differential operator &, of order μ0, is a linear mapping

locally given by

= Σ ap(x
OXP
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where the ap are C°°l x m matrix-valued functions.
We associate to 2$ the (algebraic) linear operator:

. j^E) > F

defined by

J2^Q\Upjytb) — y j LI yJϋ}(jp\ιb)

and we prolong ^fQi inductively, by differentiation, as follows:

- Σ al{x)σv(x) .

Then ^fq+1. will be defined by

Σ (?ψ£σ(x) + a>(x)σp+li(x)Σ
p=r +

Σ
p=r+s

ap

q+1(x)σp(x) .

Here al(x) is naturally identified with ap(x).
The collection of the maps jSfq, for | q \ < μ, μ ^ μQ, which we

shall denote by JSfμ, is called the μth prolongation of ^ . It maps
Jμ(E) into J*~^(F) and makes the following diagram commute:

JΠJ > Jj

31 \jμ~μ°

Let Σ^ denote the kernel of _2f\
We shall suppose, once and for all in this paper, that & is regular,

that is:
(i) Σ* is a C°° sub-bundle of J*{E).
(ii) The map Σ^—> Σ1""1 (induced by πμ) is surjective. This map

will still be called π μ .
Σ°° will signify the protective limit of 2Λ
We finally introduce the following sheaves of germs of differential

forms over M:

Σ^r = 2>(g) A T*(M)

where T*(Λf) is the cotangent bundle of M. Moreover, π μ induces
the projection, still denoted ττμ,

and Σfrli is by definition the kernel of πμ. An element σ^l, of
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is represented, in the local coordinate, by the components,

<*P= Σ <*p1...pn j1...irdxh Λ Λ dx*r

which we can write, more succinctly,

σp = ΣάσP)JdxJ .

We now define the map δ, namely the map

δ: Σμ^ > Σμ

μzl>r+1 ,

which is locally given by

(Sσ)p = Σ dxi A σp+ί , | p \ = μ - 1 .
t = l %

I t is easy to check t h a t δ2 = 0.
Let Λμ

μ

+1>r be the kernel of δ: Σμ

μ

+1>r -> Σμ

μΊ}\ One has the following
sequence:

since δ2 = 0. But this sequence is not exact, in general. However
(δ-Poincare lemma), it has been proved ([1], [4(a)], [5]) that there
exists a positive number μx ^ μ0, μ1 depending only on μ0, n, in, and
ϊ, such that the sequence is exact for μ ^ μl9 We can choose a norm
in Σμ+ί>r by defining, for a form σ = op',jv..jrdxh Λ Λ dxjr

f belonging
to Σμ

μ

+1*r, || σ | |μ - sup | σ'p,h...jr(x) \ for x e U, all j , j l 9 , j r and all the
p of length μ. It has been proved (see [5]) that, choosing the coordinate
(x\ , xn) appropriately, one can assert the existence of a splitting of
the sequence by a map

Σμ+1 r

such that \\Pμ.\\ < C where the constant C depends only on & and
the choice of the coordinate. In particular, C does not depend on μ.

One can, in the same way, define the map δ on Jμ_1(E)y kernel
of the map

Since J μ is locally isomorphic to ®l=0 Jϊ-U δ can be regarded as a map

But an element of Σ^r is not in general sent into 2r^-1>r+1

) under δ.
(It is locally true, however, when the coefficients of ^ , the matrices
αp, are constant.)
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Again, except in the constant coefficient case, the operator d,
-exterior derivation on the components of a jet, which are differential
forms, does not send 2> r into Σμ>r+ι. But, roughly speaking, the
difference d — δ, between "actual" and "formal" derivations, preserves
the structure. More precisely, there is a map

which is locally defined by

We shall often abbreviate Dμ by D, incorporating also in the same
notation the projective limit D°° of D μ , which sends Σ°°>r into Σ°°>r+1.
(For a more intrinsic definition of D, see [3].)

We come now to the resolution of the sheaf Θ of germs of solutions

of the differential equation &f — 0. This resolution is the sequence

<cf. 4(c))

where

('(/))„ = ? f for f e θ .
3xp

It is easily checked that Doc — 0 and that the sequence is exact at
Σ°°y0. But it is not usually exact any further. When it is exact, we
say that the D (or better D°°)~Poincare lemma is true.

Note that the D°°-Poincare lemma is equivalent to the Dμ-Poincare
lemma for μ ^ μl9 We shall here indicate the details of the proof,
for we shall use the process later, in the evaluation of the estimates.

First let us suppose that the D-Poincare lemma is true for some
μ ;Ξ> μ.L; and let us consider a o°° belonging to Σ00'1' and satisfying
Dσ°° = 0. The projection σμ of σ00 in Σμ'r satisfies Dμσμ = 0, and thus
there exists a T ^ 1 e 2r'ι+1 f - 1 such that Dμ+1τμ+1 = σμ. Let τ°° be any
prolongation of τμ+1 and let σ°° be Dτ°°. The form o00 — σ°° is closed
under D and belongs to the kernel, Σμ,r, of the projection Σco>r —> Σ^.
Now the D-Poincare lemma is trivially true for Σμ: no integration is
necessary—it suffices to apply infinitely many times the δ-Poincare
lemma. Therefore, σ°° — σ00 is a D-coboundary and so is σ°°.

Conversely, suppose that the D~-Poincare lemma is true, and let
ϋμ be an element of Σμ>r such that Dμσμ = 0, μ ^ μlm Since ΣμJrl —> Σμ

is surjective, there exists a prolongation of σμ in Σμ+1. Let σμ+1 be
any such prolongation. Then Dμ+1σμ+1 is actually an element of Σfil}1,
closed under δ, therefore it belongs to Λ^lf1. We can now apply the
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δ-Poincare lemma, asserting the existence of a τμ+1 e Σμ+1>r such that
dτμ+1 = Dμ+1σμ+1. By construction, σμ+1 = σμ+1 + τμ+1 belongs to 2^+1>r,
projects onto σμ, and is closed under Dμ+1. This process can be
repeated, thus giving us an infinite prolongation, σ°°, of σμ, satisfying
Dσ°° = 0. Therefore there exists a τ°° such that Dτ°° = σ°°, and it
suffices now to project τ°° into Σμ+1>r~\ in order to obtain a τμ+1 such
t h a t Dμ+1τμ+1 = σμ.

It has been proved (see [3]) that the resolution is exact at Σ°°'1

if and only if the nonhomogeneous equation ϋ ^ / = g, where g satisfies
the required compatibility conditions, is locally solvable. But this
equation is not always locally solvable, as Quillen has pointed out,
namely the equation (H. Lewy's example)

df _ i z df _ g

dz dx*

where z = x1 + ix2, z = x1 — ix", has a solution if g is analytic, but
no solution in general if g is C°°. Therefore, the Z)-Poincare lemma
is generally false. However, we can say that

( i ) It is "formally" true (see [3]).
(ii) It is true in the constant coefficient case, in view of theorems

of Ehrenpreis and Malgrange.
(iii) It is true in the analytic case. Analytic means here that

the coefficients of the equation 3ϊf = 0, and the jet σ are analytic
(cf. Lewy's equation).

The exactness in case (iii) is known (see [3], [4]). However, our
purpose in this paper is to give a new simplified proof of the exactness
in case (iii) by defining a natural homotopy operator K, which, we
think, is natural in the analytic category, but, (see end of §7) may
be defined under weaker assumptions of analyticity, i.e. supposing
only that the coefficients of & are analytic and the Spencer sequence
is exact.

3* Definition of the operator K. Let us first recall the existence
of an operator k, acting on ordinary differential forms defined in an
open set U, starlike with respect to the origin, in which coordinates
(xι) have been chosen, and satisfying:

kdσ + dkσ — σ if the degree of σ is positive,

= σ(x) — σ(0) if the degree of σ is 0.

The operator k may be obtained in the following way. One uses the
interior product σ A x of the differential form σ = σJ i...Jrdxh Λ Λ dxjr

by the vector field x = Σl %k(d/dxk), which is defined by
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σ 7\ x = σ3 ...,. (Σ {-ly-'x^dx^ Λ Λ d&k Λ Λ dxjλ

in positive degree, σ A % = 0 in degree 0. Let us recall that the
operator Λ x is a derivation:

( α Λ / 5 ) S x = ( « Λ « ) Λ / 5 + (~l) rtf Λ OS Λ α)

where r is the degree of α. Then one defines the operator Vσ (Lie
derivative) by

Vσ = dσ A % + d(σ" A #) .

An easy computation shows that

V, #*> JV"JV + rσd.... ώ^ 1 Λ Λ da;^ ,

thus proving that V is invertible on the differential forms of positive
degree. In fact, the equation

rf = g

has a unique C°° solution, when g is C°°, given by

/ = [t'-Wtx1, -- ,txn)dt r ^ 1 .
Jo

Let kσ be

V~ισ 7\ x in positive degree,

0 in degree 0 .

It is now easy to check that k satisfies (1), and therefore, as is
well known, k can be used to prove that a differential form closed
under d is locally a d-coboundary (d-Poincare lemma).

We would like to generalize this process, in order to obtain an
operator K, acting on the differential forms σ e Σ°°>r, and satisfying

( 2 ) DKσ + KDσ = σ

in positive degree. We recall that we are here working in a neighbor-
hood U of a point 0 of the manifold, covered by a coordinate (a?4).

We can apply k to all the components of σ, and define the operator
W by

Wσ = Dkσ + kDσ .

But here the operator W is not generally invertible, and it is not so
easy to see directly when it is invertible. We have
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Dkσ + kDσ - (dk + kd)(σ) -(δk + kδ)(σ)

_ [σ — (δk + kS)(σ) in positive degree,

\σ(x) — σ(0) — kδσ in degree 0.

Symbolically speaking, W will be invertible if the series ΣΓ=Q(δk + kδy
converges, or, equivalently, if the series Xf=0 (δk)1 does. We shall
define

^ i n positive degree, when the series is convergent,

in degree 0.

The operator K has been constructed in order to verify (2), but it is
necessary to check it, because of the slight irregularities introduced
by the forms of degree 0. If both Σn=o(δk)ισ and ΣΠ=o (δk)ιDσ converge,

DKσ + KDσ = dkf* (8k)1 σ - Σ (dkYσ + k Σ (dk)ιDσ
1=0 1=1 1=0

= Σ (dk)ισ -kdjt (δk)ισ - £ (δk)ισ + k Σ (δk)'Dσ
1-0 1=0 1=1 1=0

= σ + k Σ {{δk)ιDσ - d(dk)ισ) ,
1=0

and the last sum is easily seen to be equal to zero, by using dk +
kd = identity, and c£<5 + δd = 0.

In degree 0, (2) is no longer true, but we find,

(3') KDσ - σ(x) - Σ (kδ)ισ(0)
1=0

if the last series is convergent. The component

( Σ (kδyσ(0))
\ι=o Jv

is a power series in x1, , xn, actually the Taylor expansion of an
analytic function <pp, whose derivatives at the origin are

dxq

In other words, there exists a function φ, analytic in U, such that
d]plφ/dxp = φPJ thus showing that ΣΓ=o (kδ)ισ(Q) = c°°(φ). It can be seen
that the function φ belongs, in fact, to Θ. The demonstration is
analogous to the one we shall give later in order to prove that K
preserves Σ°°'*.
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Everything we have said in this paragraph applies to the "formal"
case, in the sense that it is correct for formal power series.

REMARK. Among formal homotopy operators on Σ°°>*, the above
homotopy operator is uniquely determined by the following conditions:

( i ) DK + KD = I in positive degree;
(ii) Kσ is in the image of the derivation 7\x, that is Kσ has.

the form Kσ = ω A x.
We have defined such an operator, symbolically written

K = kf, (δk)1 .
0

Therefore, this particular operator has the additional property that
(iii) K(ω A x) = 0 .

As a consequence, we observe that K2 = 0.
Now let K' be any other (formal) operator satisfying (i) and (ii).

Then, in positive degree, we have

D(K - Kf) + (K - K')D = 0 .

Applying on the left the operator K, we obtain, by using (ii) and (iii),

KD{K -K') - 0 .

But KD — I — DK in positive degree, and also in degree 0 when
applied to a jet form vanishing at 0. Therefore,

K - K' = 0 .

4* Explicit expression for K> applied to a form of positive
degree. It is enough, because K is linear, to make the computation
when all the components of σ involve the same differential element
dxJ = dxh Λ Λ dxjr,

We shall compute the first two terms of the series, and the
generalization is straightforward.

Let σ be (σpdxJ). Then

(kσ)p = (Xtψ-1σp(tx)disj{dxJ A x) ,

(δkσ)p = .Σ (Ϋtr"1σp^.(tx)dt)dxi A (dxJ A x) ,

(kδkσ)p = J ([\r(\\r-1σp+1.(tux)dt^duydxi Λ (dxJ{K x)) A x

xτ A x)

= Σ x* (\\l - t)tr-ισp+1(tx)dt\dxJ A x) .
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More generally,

(k(δk)ισ)p = τι

pdxJ A x

where

( 4 ) zι = \ tr~1(l t^1 ( ŷ  -^—σ (tx))dt
Jo \\q\^ι q\ J

and

Kσ = (τpdxJ 7\ x)

where

if the series converges.

5* Sufficient condition for the existence of Kσ. Let V be a
compact set contained in U, and let σ be an element of Σ°°'r, with
components

σL'v.»,jrdvJ1 Λ Λ dxjr j = 1, 2, . , m .

We recall that || σ | |μ = sup | σjfii,...,jV(a;) | for x e V, all i, ju , i r, and
all the p of length ^. We shall say that σ satisfies the condition
(C) if and only if there exist two numbers M and h, finite and positive,
such that

(C) I k l L ^ Mμlhμ for all μ .

Condition (C) means that, as far as their growth is concerned, the σp

behave like the derivatives of an analytic Rm-valued function.
With the notations of §4, we have, when (C) is fulfilled,

\τι

p\ S M(\p\ + l)Wpl+ι

l\

where p(x) — Σ?=i I χί I We can suppose that U is small enough to
insure

p(x) < i-
h

and the series τp is now uniformly convergent (for p(x) ^ (1/h) — ε),
for all p. Therefore, in this case, Kσ converges, and we can permute
integration and summation, thus obtaining
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Kσ = (fV-fΣ (1 - t)ι( Σ -^-σp+q(tx)))dt)dxJ A x .
\Jo \ϊ=o \\q\=ι ql // /

6* Conservation by K of the structure of Σ™*** In §4, we
have associated, to the form σ = (σp)dxJ, the form Kσ = (rp)(ixJ A #,
at least formally. We want to know whether τ = (τp) satisfies the
equations Sfq(τ) = 0 (see § 1) as σ = (<7P) does. Our proof will show
that this is formally true, but in order to prove that it is actually
true, we shall need some assumptions of analyticity.

LEMMA 1. If there exists a number A, such that, for p{x) < A,
the σp(x) are analytic, for all p, and satisfy the condition (C), then
Kσ exists locally and belongs to Σ°°'*.

LEMMA 2. // there exists a number A, such that, for p(x) < A,
the coefficients of 3ί are analytic, and σ satisfies the condition (C),
then Kσ exists locally and belongs to Σ°°>*.

Proof of Lemma 1. The equation J*fq(x)(σ{x)) = 0 actually involves
only the σp with | p | ^ | q | + μ0. I n Sfq{oί)(a) let us replace each
0P(x) by

1=0 \s\=l Si

and let us call φq(t, x) (or symbolically £fq(x)(τ(t, x))) the result of this
substitution. We shall prove that, for x fixed and small enough,
φq(t, x) is identically zero, in a neighborhood of the closed interval
[0,1], and the desired result will follow directly by integration with
respect to t.

Let us first remark that φq(l, x) vanishes, because τp(l, x) = σp(x)
and therefore it satisfies the equation

Next, for x fixed, p{x) < A, we see, by using (C), that the τp(t, x)
are analytic functions of t, in the domain

1 ' p(x) ' ' • hp(x)

If we impose, for example, the condition p(x) < inf (A/2, l/2h),
the element τp(t, x), and also φq(t, x), will be analytic functions of t
for — 1 < t < 2, i.e. in a neighborhood of [0.1]. It now remains to
prove that all the derivatives of φq(t, x) are zero for ί = 1. We remark,
by using the analyticity of σp and the condition (C), that all the series
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intervening in the argument can be differentiated term-by-term. For
instance:

'p[τ> X) - v (\ _ ί)ί 2 Σ - p+ - (ί + i) Σ —«
Liβi=ί ί = i s\ dx% i«i=i+i s !

Σ Σ

= Σ *'.Σ (i - ty Σ - ^
i=i i=o | β | = i Si

We have denoted by σ the elements of J00'0 whose components are
Let us denote by aPfidxi the components of Dα, in other words

The derivative 3τp(ί, x)/dt can now be written

"3Γ V '

where

We note that τPti has the same form as τp. The element (σp) has
simply been replaced by (aPti), both belonging to Σ°°. In particular,
Γp^ίl, a?) = oίPti(x) and 3φg(ί, aj)/9ί is zero for t = 1. This process can
obviously be repeated indefinitely, thus proving our assertion.

Proof of Lemma 2. Here we prove again that the function φq(t, x}
is identically zero in a neighborhood of [0, 1] for x small enough, but
in order to do it we shall make the change of variables

tx = X , — = T .

The function φq(t, x) becomes

ψq(T, X) = J^q(TX)(τ(T, X)) ,

where this expression involves the terms τp(T, X) for | p \ g | q \ + μ*
and
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τv(T, X) = ±(T - I)1 Σ ^-σ

As in the preceding proof, we see that φg(l, X) = 0. Since £fq(TX)
is analytic, and τg(T, X) is a power series in (T — 1), we see that
φq(T, X) is, for X fixed, ρ(X) < A, an analytic function of T in the
domain j T j ρ(X) < A,\T — 1\ p(X) < 1/h, which is simply the trans-
form of the domain previously considered, i.e. the domain

p(x) <A, 11 - ί I p{x) < 1/h ,

with the condition 111 p{x) < A.
Therefore, if we can show that all the derivatives of ΦP(T, X)

vanish for T = 1, our proof will be complete.
Here the series intervening in φq are power series in (T — 1),

therefore they can be differentiated term-by-term, and we have,
symbolically:

= ±
But

1 = 0 \s\=l + l Si

Σ

An easy computation now shows that

3ΦAT,X) = j z Xijz> {TX)(t{T, X)) .

Again all the derivatives of Φq(T, X) will have similar forms, and
will vanish for T = 1.

These two lemmas prove that, whenever Kσ converges, it respects
the structure of Σ°°>*, if either the coefficients of £^, or the components
of σ are analytic. Unfortunately, as we shall see in the next paragraph,
we need the analyticity of both coefficients and components to obtain
an element satisfying the condition (C).

However, in the constant coefficient case, and more generally under
the assumption that the resolution associated with some operator ^
with analytic coefficients, is exact, it will be possible to prove that,
given a σμsΣμ'r, closed under Dμ,σμ can be prolonged to a (j°°e2M'r,
closed under D, in such a way that (C) is fulfilled by σ°°, i.e. Kσ°°
exists.

In order to prove that the resolution is exact, in the case where
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both the coefficients of 2# and components of σμ e Σμ>r are analytic,
we shall show that a σμ closed under Dμ, can be prolonged to a σ°°
closed under D, in such a way that (C) is fulfilled by σ°°, i.e. Kσ°°
exists.

?• Estimates*

LEMMA 3. If the coefficients of 3ί are analytic, any σμ e Σμ>r

can be prolonged to a σ°° e Σ°°'r in such a way that σ°° satisfies the
condition (C).

Proof. It is obviously sufficient to consider only the forms of
degree 0.

Let

i = i OX%

where the A{ and B are I x m matrix-valued functions. (One can
always reduce to this case. Cf. Quillen's thesis.) Here we can write
explicitly our equations Jίfp(σ) = 0, in the form

= Σ Aiσ0+1 + Bσ0
i

where the integers rq are multinomial coefficients, coming from Leibnitz'
formula.

We know that the map Σμ+1 —> Σμ is surjective; therefore, there
exists an element σμ+\ belonging to Jμ+1(E), such that σμ + σμ+1 belongs
to Σμ+1. In other words, if we denote by σμ+1 the sum σμ + σμ+1, we
have

+1) = 0

for all p satisfying | p | ^ μ. In particular,

μ + 1 ) — V V
μ ) — ZΛ Z-L

i c

where ,o denotes the symbol of £%r. (See [3] for the definition of the
symbol.)

It has been proved in [5] that there exists a map r, defined on
p(Jμ+1(E)) restricted to a neighborhood U of the origin, such that
por = identity, and \\r\\ ^ H, uniformly in this neighborhood, where
H is a constant independent of μ.
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This proposition enables us to replace σμ

μ

+1 by a σμ+1 satisfying
<ρ(σμ

μ

+1) = and g H\\ ρ(σμ

μ

+1)\\. In other words, σμ+1 will
be bounded in terms of the derivatives of Aζ and B, and also of the
components σl_λ of σμ in Jϊ__u 0 ^ v g μ. We call ilf,, the bound of

Now, since the functions A{ and B are analytic, we can assert
the existence of two numbers N and Hu and of a compact set V
contained in U, such that, in V

dB

and

n-
dA4

dxq ^ NH^-W q I - 1)!

In the last inequality, we are actually using the analyticity of the
first derivatives of Ai9 and the purpose is simply to make the compu-
tation easier. We shall call h the supremum of H and Hu

Now we have, in V

dx"

μ

χ/ = 0

where

In the same manner

c-
v\(μ - v)\

y y

i.e.,

d A i

ι

dxg

Finally, by using the equality C)t + C;+1 = Cu

μi\, we have

2-JL 2-1
ί=i ?cp

and

M,+ί ^
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We can always suppose that, in V

Mv ^ NMoh^l + NYvl , for 1 ̂  v S μ.

It follows that

μ+ί ^ NMoh
μ+1(μl + (μ + 1)!

\ V + 1

^ JV7lfo/?/<+1(l + iV)'- 1^ + 1)! .

We call σμ+1 the sum σμJrl + σ ", and define, in the same way, an
element σμ

μ%\ satisfying σμJrl + σμ

μ%\ e Σμ'2 and

Mμ + 2 - I! σSΪ || ^ NMoh
μ+i(l + ΛΓ)^2(/J + 2)!

and this can be repeated indefinitely, thus proving the existence of
an infinite prolongation of σμ, satisfying the condition (C).

REMARK. In this case, i.e., when the coefficients of £$ are analytic,
the resolution is exact at Σ°°'n. In fact, this is equivalent to saying
(see §2) that the map Dμ+1: Σμ+1>n-1-+Σμ*n is surjective for μ ^ μu

and this map is actually surjective for all μ ^ 1. Indeed, as we have
just seen, the element σμ>n can be prolonged to a σ°°'n, satisfying the
condition (C), hence Kσ°°>n exists. But, in degree n, since σ is auto-
matically closed, DKσ reduces to σ. Therefore, σ™'71 is a J9-coboundary5

and σμ>n is consequently a Z>"+1-coboundary.

This is, of course, exceptional; for the other degrees, in order to
prove that the D^-Poincare lemma is true, we must be able to prolong
a form σμ>r closed under Dμ, to a form σ°°>r, closed under D (this is
possible, as we have seen in §2) and satisfying (C), and for the latter
condition we shall need more assumptions, as will be seen in the
following theorem.

THEOREM. If the coefficients of & are analytic, and if σμ>r

denotes an analytic jet form, closed under Dμ, where μ ^ μu r > 0,
σμ>r is locally a DμJrl-coboundaryo

Proof. We shall prolong σμ into a form σ°°, closed under D and
satisfying (C). Let us first observe that the process used in the
demonstration of Lemma 3 respects the analyticity; in fact, the map
defined by Sweeney can be chosen to respect analyticity. Therefore,
going back to the notations at the end of §2, we can choose an
element σμ+\ analytic and satisfying
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But, as we have seen in the proof of the fact that the D°°-Poincare
lemma implies the D^-Poincare lemma, the desired element σμ

μ

+1 (i.e.
element satisfying Dμ+\σμ + σ^1 = 0)) is obtained by adding to σ μ

+\
an element τ ^ 1 such that

oz^1 = Dμ+1(σμ + σ^1) = dσμ^ - δσμ+1

and we have (by the 3-Poincare lemma with bound)

The element σ'μ_γ is analytic; therefore, in V,

Furthermore,

Woσf+'W ^ n\\σμ+1\\ .

By combining the last three inequalities, we find

II σ^1 \\ ̂  nChMμ, + (1 + nC)Nh Σ C'μ%\h

Let λ = N(l + nC) + nC, and let us suppose, inductively, that

Mv ^ M0\
vhvvl for 0 ^ v

Then

, , λ'^1 , , λ , 1

μ μ+1

The last bound can be written

" 1 + +

ψ 7

where

λ^ , , λ2 , λA

μ μ + 1

-nC(—£— X" + ̂ + . . . + A
2 j« μ + 1

It remains to show that Δ is negative. Since nC can be taken larger
than 1, it will be sufficient to prove that
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+ ++ < + + + +
2 /J μ + 1 μ + 1 2 μ μ + 1

and this inequality is always true for positive λ and μ.
Now, since the splitting of the δ-sequence can be made to respect

analyticity, and since σμ

μ

+1 is analytic, it follows that a%+1 is analytic,
and we have just seen that

IICJ^1!! ^ M0W
+1hP+1(μ + 1)! .

This reasoning can be repeated, and it completes the proof of the
theorem.

In this theorem, we used sufficient conditions. In some cases, it
may be possible to see that K exists, without all the assumptions of
analyticity, as the following examples will show.

EXAMPLES. (1) The case where the prolongation vanishes for all
sufficiently large μ as, for example, in the case of the system of
equations where the (n x ^-matrix (dfjjdxk) belongs to the Lie algebra
of a compact Lie group. Then there is no problem of convergence,
and K will provide a solution for the D-Poincare lemma.

( 2 ) Let Sff = 0 be the equation

dx
1 = f

(Here n = 2, m = 1,1 = 2, μ0 = 1.) This is a very special example of
the constant coefficient case, and here, too, K will actually provide a
solution for the D-Poincare lemma, in the following way. Any jet
form o°° belonging to Σ°* admits locally the components

0 _ = 0 if pz Φ 0 ,

Let σ = σ^dx1. We have

Jo ι=i l\ '° Jo ' ι=o x l\

We see that the convergences of the series does not involve here any
question of the analyticity of σ. Unfortunately, this does not generally
happen, in the constant coefficient case. Therefore, the operator K
cannot be used to prove that the resolution is exact. However, as we
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shall see in the following proposition, the exactness can be used to
prove the existence of K.

PROPOSITION. If the coefficients of <3t are analytic, and if the
D-Poincare lemma is true, then any σμeΣμ*r, closed under Dμ, where
μ ^ μu μ > 0, can be prolonged to an element σ°°eΣoo>r, closed under
D and satisfying (C). Therefore, Kσ°° exists.

This lemma does not prove much, of course. It just says that,
in some cases, when the D-Poincare lemma is true, then the homotopy
operator K can be defined. Another problem would be to define a
similar operator in general, whether the coefficients of £gr are analytic
or not, whether the D-Poincare lemma is true or not. In the cases
where the D-Poincare lemma is not true, we would have to add a
"harmonic'' term H, and write

a = KDσ + DKσ + Hσ

as in harmonic theory. We know that this is a difficult problem.
Before proving the proposition, we shall treat a simple example.

EXAMPLE. Let &f = ΣA^δfjdx1) v/here the A{ are I x m constant
matrices, and let us suppose that & is involutive (i.e., μ1 = 1). In
this particular case, we know that the D^Poincare lemma is true.

Let σ1 be an element of Σ1>r with components.

G°_X in Σ°i{ ,

σ\ in ΣY .

We suppose that DWl = 0. Let ω2 be an element of Σ2'r~\ with
components ωί.u ω], ω\, such that jD2ω2 = σ1, i.e.

dα)^! — δco] — σ0^

dω\ — δω\ = σ\ .

The element of may be prolonged to an element ω°° e Σ™ by adding
t h e zero element of Σ3, since t h e A { are constant and t h e equation
contains te rms of first order only.

Now let σ°° = Dω°°. This form has only three components, namely:

'σ°_
σ\

σl

! = dω°_
= dω] -

= dωl .

i - δω] ,

- δωl ,

Therefore, σ°° is a prolongation of σ\ closed under D, and Kσ°° exists.
This can be generalized to the case v/here the assumptions of the

proposition are satisfied.
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Proof of the proposition. Let σμ be an element of Σμ>r such that
Dμσμ = 0. By hypothesis, there exists an element τμ+1 e ΣμJrlfT~ι such
that Dμ+1τμ+1 = σμ. An infinite prolongation τ°°, of τμ"\ can be chosen
(see Lemma 3) in such a way that τ°° satisfies (C). Now, σ00 — Dτ°°
will be an infinite prolongation of σμ, and we just have to prove that
c7°° also satisfies (C).

But Dσ°° — dτ°° — δτ°°. The form δτ°° obviously satisfies (C)
whenever τ°° does. The same is true for dτ°°, although τ°° is not
necessarily analytic. In fact, τμχ\, for instance, is a linear combination
ΣSlo λyτ!Li, as we have seen in the proof of Lemma 3 and, as we
have remarked, the coefficients Xu are analytic. Therefore, dτμ%\ will
be bounded in terms of the λv, τl_u and their first derivatives. The
further prolongations will only involve the first derivatives of τ!Li,
for 0 g v 5Ξ μ + 1. Therefore, the condition (C) will be satisfied.

Appendix* Homotopy operators in the complex case* Let US
consider a complex analytic manifold jfcf, of complex dimension n. A
coordinate (Zi) is chosen in a neighborhood of the origin. Let 3ϊf be
the operator

An element σ of Σ°° has components σp, where the multi-index p
is here written (pu , pn, p-u , p-)t We have σp = 0 whenever one
at least of the p-{ is different from 0.

Now, let σ = (σp) a differential form of bidegree (r, s), belonging
to Σ°°'rJrS. The form Dσ, belonging to Σ°°>r+S+1 splits in two parts:

D'σ = dσ — dσ, of bidegree (r + 1, s)

D"σ = 3σ, of bidegree (r, s + 1)

Where 3 means the derivative with respect to the £/s, and 9 the
derivative with respect to the z/s.

Both D'-Poincare lemma (for r ^ 1), and D"-Poincare lemma
(for s Ξ> 1) are true, but unfortunately our operator K does not give
any solution for these lemmas.

In fact, Kσ (when it converges) is the sum of two forms

iζ/7, of bidegree (r — 1, s) if r >̂ 1; 0 if r = 0

K2σ, of bidegree (r, s - 1) if s ^ 1; 0 if s = 0 ,

and we have the following
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D"Kxσ + KJ)"σ = 0

D'K.σ + KJ)'σ + D"K2σ + KD"σ = σ if r + s ^ 1

- 0 .

Nothing more can be said. In other words Kx does not solve the
D'-Poincare lemma, nor K2 solves the D"-Poincare lemma.

The reason of this failure is obviously that all the variables play
symmetrical parts in the definition of D -which is therefore ill-adapted
to our problem. But we can think of defining two operators K' and
JΓ", for D' and D", in a way analogous to the one we used to find K.

We shall restrict ourselves to analytic jets. We first define the
operator h-z. operating on functions, by

fcλf) = zΛ f(zu . zn, zu fzi9 zn)dt ,
Jo

and we construct k"ω, for a form ω of bidegree (r, s)s Ξ> 1, in the
following standard way.

( 1 ) if dω — 0, we wite ω = dzi Λ OL^ + A
where βx only contains rite^ , dzn, dz2, , d^Λ.

We apply h-H to each coefficient of au thus obtaining a differential
form 7j_ such that (djjdz^ = alm

We next consider ω — 9τi, which does not contain dzx any more,
and the coefficients are holomorphic with respect to zu since d(ω — dy1) = 0.

Again, we write ω — dj1 = dz2 A ot2 + /32, apply /i^ to each coef-
ficient of a2, thus obtaining a form γ2, and ω — 3τi — 9τ2 does not
contain dzx and dJ2; its coefficients are holomorphie with respect to z1

and z2.
After p such operations (p ^ n) there with be no dzi left. We

shall define k"ω to be the sum 7i + 72 + 7P.
( 2 ) if dω Φ 0, we define k"ω = &"(ω — A:"9ω) and this has a

meaning since d(ω — fc"<5ω) = 0.
For a differential form σ = ( σ ^ e ί 0 0 , we define ϋT'Ό1 = {k"σv). It is
now easy to check that

D'K" + ΐ Γ ' Φ ' = 0

D"K" + ί Γ ' Φ " = 1 .

In the same way, for a differential form of bidegree (r, s)r Ξ> 1, we
can define Λ'σ, thanks to the operators

and Kr = k' Xί l 0 (^') a n d this operator satisfies

' ^ ' + K'D" = 0

D'JK'' + K'D' = I .
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In conclusion, for s Ξ> 1, K" solves at the same time the D-and the
Z)"-Poincare lemmas, and for r ^ 1, K solves at the same time the
D-and the D'-Poincare lemmas.

We wish to express our deep gratitude to Professor D. C. Spencer,
who guided and encouraged this work.
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